
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Capital Market Perspectives from the 2019 MBA CREF Conference 
 
The annual Commercial Real Estate Conference of the Mortgage Bankers Association 

was held in San Diego in February, with some 2,750 industry professionals registered and 

many more in town to attend meetings.  All the national capital sources – insurance 

companies, CMBS/ conduit lenders, agency sources (Fannie/ Freddie), FHA lenders, and 

specialty lenders of various kinds – were there to roll out program details and production 

goals for 2019. Banks, most of which have a more regional focus, were only sparsely 

represented. 

As always, the Fantini & Gorga team was there in force, identifying the competitive edge 

of particular lenders and sectors as well as broader trends, in a schedule packed with 

dozens of one on one meetings. Here’s the gist of what we learned.   

 

Insurance Companies 
 

All the major lenders in this category, and the vast majority of the smaller ones, aim to 
increase loan production in 2019 compared to last year. They price very aggressively for 
New England where they remain underweighted due to competition from regional banks. 
Insurance companies offer: 

 

• Best pricing: starting at 1.25%+/- over the average life Treasury, and generally 

25-50 bps below typical bank and CMBS pricing for 7 to 10-year terms. 

• Long terms: 10+ years – out to 30 or even 35 years – unavailable from banks and 

CMBS, which generally cannot offer fixed terms beyond 10 years.       

• More specialized loan offerings, including bridge, mezzanine and construction 

loans. Insurance companies as a group have moved decisively out of their near-

total focus on “plain vanilla,” modest leverage, fixed rate debt into direct 

competition with banks, investment funds, and specialty lenders.   

 

CMBS Lenders 
 
The consensus: 2019 loan volumes will remain flat compared with 2018. The CMBS 
lenders focus on 10-year fixed-rate non-recourse loans. They compete best with interest-
only or by lending in smaller markets. 
 

• For average quality loans of up to 70% of value (LTV) rates start in the 2.0%-2.40% 

average over 10-year SWAPS. Interest-only is routinely available for 24-36 

months. 
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• But CMBS lenders fund an ever-increasing volume of loans at 60% LTV or even 

less, with spreads usually starting in the 1.65% range. These offerings compete 

directly with the traditional insurance company product, especially by giving 

interest-only for up to the full-term. 

Agencies (Fannie and Freddie) 
 

• Both agencies expect multifamily volume to continue at 2018 levels, despite 
increasing discussion about moving them out of the government conservatorship 
they went into 10 years ago – a move that could have significant impacts on both 
volume and pricing. 

• The agencies focus heavily on “mission-driven” loans, especially affordable 
properties (both subsidized and market-rate “workforce” housing), and “green” 
transactions where energy savings are a component.  

• Their growing “small balance” loan programs steal market share from regional 
banks. Maximum size for major markets like metro Boston has been pushed up to 
$7.5M ($6.0M Fannie), making this a middle market product with broad appeal. 

• Spreads are in the 170-225 range for most loans (up to 25 bps lower for “mission-
driven” transactions), competitive with banks but higher than insurance 
companies.   

 
FHA 

 

• While the government shutdown slowed down processing recently, the 221(d)4 

apartment construction program, providing non-recourse construction/ 

permanent loans with fixed rates out to 40 years and loans of up to 83% loan-to-

cost or more, continues to gain market share. 

• FHA lenders noted that their 35-year fixed rate permanent loans are 

competitively priced against agencies and banks, whole offering a longer term, 

higher leverage (to 85% LTV), and price breaks of up to 0.35% for affordable and 

“green” transactions.  

 

A Big Increase in New Debt Platforms  
 
Chief Investment Officers at insurance companies, investment banks, and investment 

funds are allocating more funds to mortgages, finding good risk-adjusted returns 

compared with other investment options. Foreign investors, high net worth individuals, and 

family offices are also increasing their allocations to real estate debt. These investment 

managers either originate loans through their own organization or invest in a targeted debt  
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platform at an existing institution with origination capability. Their funds target situations 

that deliver higher yield returns:  

• Bridge/ Interim, mezzanine, and construction loans. 

• Pricing that varies widely with the risk profile of the transaction and the 

competition, but overall the large increase of funds into this space has 

ratcheted up competition and driven down rates. 

 

Some Takeaways 

• Major national lenders are competing more and more in each other’s traditional 

spaces. By attracting investment funds from new sources drawn to real estate 

debt, they increasingly offer a broad range of attractive permanent, interim, 

construction, and mezzanine products. New entrants in the construction and 

interim space compete especially with the banks.  

• Increased competition in all sectors has helped keep spreads over Treasurys 

and SWAPs low, below the 20 year (twenty-year history) average trendline.  

• For 5-30 year fixed-rate loans, insurance companies are the price leaders, 

beating agencies, banks, and CMBS lenders by 25-50 bps.   

• CMBS lenders have increased their focus on lower risk loans (60% of value and 

less), competing with insurance companies and banks by offering relatively 

attractive rates and long interest-only periods.  

• National lenders are bullish about the New England market, where they are 

underweighted and compete aggressively. 
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